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An advertising crisis?

The long term angle – it has to be the right message

The right measurement framework

The right content has to go through the right media channels

The Importance of Attention

Today’s session
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Programmatic 
online display 
advertising is 

failing to deliver 
on its promises 

Advertisers 
questioning 

investment in 
long-term brand-

building 

Danger of short-
termism to 

achieve faster 
results

Companies are 
investing in data-

driven, 
measurable 

channels

Consumer 
dynamics 

combined with 
corporate 

pressures are 
changing 

marketing

mainstream 
advertising no longer 

default
Measurement defective TV in particular

An advertising crisis?

Mainstream advertising is at a Crossroads due to a perfect storm of 
pressures affecting advertisers 



Advertisers 
have been 
herded 
towards direct 
sell

Marketing 
Effectiveness is 
falling

Putting 
Brands’ long 
term growth 
at risk

An advertising crisis?

The wrong path is causing major problems for many brands
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An advertising crisis?

The Market has gone short and as a result Marketing effectiveness has fallen

Source: Marketing Effectiveness in the Digital Era, Binet & Field (2017)
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“The more we move 
towards real-time, the 
more we move towards 
deal-time and this is 
harming brands’ 
profitability”
Peter Field, Advertising Effectiveness Expert

An advertising crisis?



Majority
of media plans 
are just media 

metric-led

Not
effectiveness-led

In a
data-rich

world, there is
no reason 

for this

The Role of a Media Plan

To deliver EFFECTIVE VISIBLE ADVERTISING 
to as MANY POTENTIAL CONSUMERS as possible 

for the MOST EFFICIENT COST



For many advertisers Digital attribution has been a marketing effectiveness disaster focussing 
attention on the short term and delivering inflated ROIs

Danger of inflated digital ROIs

Marketing Mix Modelling Digital attribution Modelling



What is Research telling us?

Byron Sharp points to the importance of reaching all category buyers



It is important in media planning to balance brand building and ‘sales focussed’ or 
‘performance’ media 



80% agreed their 
“effectiveness work 
was overly focused on 
the short term”

An advertising crisis?

Ebiquity / WFA Marketing Analytics Survey

Source: WFA & Ebiquity online survey



ROI

To get consumers to think or do 
Something (differently)

Creative Reach Attention Engagement Cost

Don’t just focus on cost!!....Reach and consumer attention are key
Drivers of ROI



By dictating reporting language, 
digital ad platforms 
mask abysmal audible and 
completion rates
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Impressions Valid & Viewable Audible & Reached 1/4 Audible & Reached Half Way Audible And Completed

Default Reporting Metrics

What drives brands

For Creative to work, consumers need to see it! 
Drivers of ROI

Source: MOAT Analytics, Ebiquity FMCG Client



Big Brands 
should spend 

their TV ad budgets 
on Facebook.  

“We have a Super
Bowl every day

on Mobile”

“Google 
directly targeting TV 
advertising by saying 

You Tube ads generate 
better ROI”

The tech giants are explicitly targeting your budgets with misleading claims

Twitter hijacked the 
superbowl”



Ask two questions:
What is the verified reach?
What is the attention level?

To Take advantage or To Protect yourselves?
Current creativity thoughts in lockdown



Case Study 
Health Drinks

Context: FB Canada stated to the client that they could replace the role of TV 
in the plan…..
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The mix has changed substantially over the past 3 years with a move away from traditional ATL media and 
towards digital channels such as Facebook and Display

Marketing deep dive: brand overview



Media Channel ROI

Source: Ebiquity Analytics. ROIs are scaled to sell-in and are reflective of all measured media spend

Despite cost decreases on FB it is the poorest performing channel

TV Facebook OLV
ROI



The story in the Canada…

Facebook has notably lower engagement/completion rates with watchers

In order to drive sales, you first need the attention of consumers. 
Marketing deep dive: online media

Source: Ebiquity Media & Think TV Canada



Adv. attention is typically correlated with driving a sales response
Marketing deep dive: online media

Source: Think TV Canada



5 suggested actions for brand owners 
Current creativity thoughts in lockdown

Source: WFA & Ebiquity online survey

Speak to your boards 
and Finance 

departments about 
Effectiveness

Deploy the right 
techniques across your 
entire media plan – use 

Mix Modelling

Understand Digital 
attribution because it 
serves to inflate ROIs

Integrate across 
ecommerce and 

Marketing divisions for 
the future health of your 

company

There is a holy trinity of 
media metrics to 

generate good ROI: 
Reach, Cost and 

attention



Part 2. The creative is the no1 driver of advertising effectiveness

Focussing on brand recognition cues to enhance ROI for their brands.

Presenter - Mike Campbell 
Head of International Effectiveness
Mike.Campbell@ebiquity.com



What is Research telling us?

Byron Sharp points to the importance of distinctive assets and consistency – all themes that are 
strongly borne out in Ebiquity’s mix modelling case studies



The importance of distinctive brand assets coupled with emotion

The most effective advertising Ebiquity has measured have the attributes of strong distinctive assets 
and high levels of consistency in the advertising style

Look and Feel  

Characters        

Audio

Tag Line
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The importance of distinctive brand assets coupled with emotion

Distinctive creative assets driving performance are borne out in our mix modelling results at 
Ebiquity



Weak ROI Strong ROI

Campaigns with strong distinctive assets have longer memory effects and better ROI
The importance of distinctive brand assets coupled with emotion

Weaker brand asset Distinctive brand asset
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Case Study: “A Rembrandt in the Attic”
The importance of distinctive brand assets coupled with emotion

Campaigns with strong distinctive assets have longer memory effects and better ROI



29

Case study : It is all about distinctive assets and continuity of style. ‘Abstract’ rarely works

Bottle Smash Quality Sabre Sea Diamonds

Signature Moscow Mule Matrioska Be There Love

The importance of distinctive brand assets coupled with emotion

ROI ROI ROI ROI ROI



Media Context

….There has been a descaling of high reach broadcast brand 
media to more targeted sales activation media in both Italy and 

Australia.

In Australia the TV spend had dropped as low as 14%

…..Question : has that been a profitable switch?



MEDIA: SUMMARY & OPTIMISATION

Results: Online channels are not as scalable due to heavier levels of diminishing returns. 
Keep this in mind when allocating budgets
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Source: Ebiquity Analytics; 

At €0.8m of spend 
the ROI of TV, Radio 
and Social is similar

At €5.0m of spend 
the ROI of TV and 

Radio is c. 3x greater 
than Social



MEDIA: SUMMARY & OPTIMISATION

Less fragmentation and an increased investment in TV would be a more favourable media 
mix in Australia.
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Source: Ebiquity Analytics; ST = short-term and LT = long-term
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4. The long term angle – it has to be the right message



    

18%
42%

10 0 %

HOURS/  DAYS 
(via Digital At t ribut ion)

W EEKS/  MONTHS
(via Market ing Mix Modelling)

MONTHS/  YEARS
(via Brand Equity Modelling)

SHARE OF SALES IMPACT CAPTURED BY TIMEFRAME:

We know that the full impact of advertisings effect is not immediate
The long term angle – it has to be the right message

Source: Thinkbox Ebiquity and Gain Theory



It isn’t just about spending more on media, you  have to change 
the way consumers think about your brand



HOW LIDL GREW A LOT

Historically, Lidl advertising focussed on price and product using media lines such as press 
or doordrops

* IPA 2018: How Lidl Grew a Lot



HOW LIDL GREW A LOT

In 2014, Lidl invested heavily in a new TV-led creative strategy that challenged consumers 
to think differently about the brand (‘Taste Test’)

* IPA 2018: How Lidl Grew a Lot



BRAND EQUITY LIGHT (LIDL)

We found a step change in brand perceptions when Lidl went on TV with a quality 
orientated message



BRAND EQUITY LIGHT (LIDL)

Impact of Advertising through perceptions was quantified using a longer-term modelling approach



Understanding the role of content and the short term / long term balance

Product led brand messaging was more scalable for Lidl
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3 suggested actions for brand owners 
Current creativity thoughts in lockdown

Source: WFA & Ebiquity online survey

Focus on understanding 
the creative – it is the 
biggest driver of ROI

Recognition is king – as 
Byron Sharp terms it 

‘distinctive brand assets’ 
make sure you know what 

yours are!

Use high recognition 
brand campaigns on TV as 
this will drive the greatest 

long term effects



About Ebiquity 

We are a leading independent marketing and media consultancy

Our ambition is to help brands harness the power of data, analytics, and technology to improve marketing outcomes

Thank you for your time.

https://www.linkedin.com/company/ebiquity-plc/
https://www.youtube.com/user/ebiquityglobal
https://twitter.com/ebiquityglobal
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